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We introduce a parametrization by finite sequences of natural numbers 
of the free binary system on one generator, or the binary bracketings 
commonly used to describe iterates of (nonassociative) binary operations. 
Let 9’ be the binary system whose elements are finite sequences of natural 
numbers, and whose operation is juxtaposition, A readily described 
congruence, the “canonical” congruence, - will decompose Sp into 
congruence classes. The set Y will be equipped with a nonassociative 
operation, 0, a slight enough modification of juxtaposition to induce an 
operation, n, on congruence classes. All “admissible” sequences, a, 
satisfying a(~) < x for all X, will represent binary bracketings. Exactly one 
sequence, b, the normal form of its congruence class, satisfying b(x) < x 
for all x and b(x) < b(y) if x < y, will represent each binary bracketing. 
m will represent the usual bracket pairing. A satisfactory interpretation 
will be given to all congruence classes, as Cartesian products of binary 
bracketings. 
We find ourselves in a position analogous to that of Faltin, Metropolis, 
Ross, and Rota, who recently described the real numbers as a ring of 
cosets of Laurent series with integer coefficients [2], foregoing uniqueness 
of representation for a polished treatment of operations and, more 
substantially, to meet constructivity criteria. We will immediately identify 
what we believe to be the pleasant, but technical, and the substantive 
gains to be had with our representation of such a well-known system. 
Friedman and Tamari [3] have identified lattice structures which can 
be superimposed on the graded components of the system of binary 
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bracketings (grading is by number of bracket pairs). The partial orders of’ 
the lattices are induced by shifting brackets (in one direction) in accordance 
with the associative law. There are now a number of proofs that these 
partial orders are lattices and we offer no new one. Even the most natural 
proof, due to Huang and Tamari [5], does not provide algorithms for the 
least upper bounds. What ic, missing is a good description of the mirror 
image of a binary bracketing in a manageable parametrization. In OUI 
presentation, the mirror image is described by an involution consisting 
of subtracting sequences from a fixed sequence for each component. The 
“mirror image” of a sequence in normal form is not usually in normal 
form, so the advantage is intrinsically related to the multiple representation 
(it is trivial to determine the normal form of a sequence). The greatest 
lower bound algorithm of Friedman and Tamari can be easily translated 
into our representation, for their representation is by finite sequences of 
counting numbers, with a very simple relationship to our normal forms, 
It can then be mirrored to compute least upper bounds. 
Other technical advantages which we perceive are: sequences corre- 
sponding to binary bracketings are instantly recognized as such; if two 
binary bracketings are related by a single shift of brackets in accordance 
with the associative law, there will be representations of each making this 
apparent immediately. A certain amount of computation is necessary 
for these identifications in Friedman and Tamari’s representation. (On 
the other hand, at a more serious level, their representation has led to 
an extremely interesting generalization of the Euclidean algorithm.) 
Friedman and Tamari describe their work as an invitation to the more 
difficult analysis of subassociative laws, such as the law in abelian groups, 
((x1 (x2 - x,)) -- x2) _--I (x, - (x, -.- (x-:~ .x~))). The most substantive 
argument for our parametrization is this: rougly speaking, 0 congruences 
on the set of admissible sequences strictly containing the canonical 
congruence are in one-to-one correspondence with coherent families of 
subassociative laws (e.g., the generalized associative law). 
We have discovered, inspired by [3], lattice structures which can be 
naturally superimposed on the canonical congruence classes of S. The 
partial ordering on binary bracketings induced by substitution, corre- 
sponding to composition of iterates of a binary operation, is a lattice. 
This is most easily proved in the terminology of binary bracketings, but it 
is fascinating to observe that “substitution precedence” corresponds to 
“left juxtaposition factor, up to canonical congruence.” Moreover, there 
is a unique lattice structure on the set of admissible sequences, compatible 
with the above-mentioned lattice structures within canonical congruence 
classes, and covering the substitution lattice structure on the bet of 
canonical congruence classes 
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The relations used to generate the canonical congruence are similar to 
the relations which occur among face operators for semisimplicial com- 
plexes (see, e.g., Hu [4]). In hind sight, an abstraction of the description 
of the face operators acting on the singular complex of a space would 
lead to the parametrization of the free binary system given here. 
To allow the reader to anticipate our scheme, we provide this example: 
if (X, *) is a binary system, and x1 , x2 ,..., x5 E X, x = ((x1 * x2) * 
(x3 * x4)) * x5 E X may be computed by a composition of maps X5 + X4 -+ 
x3+x2+x as follows: (~~,~2,xQ,~4,~~)~(~~,x2,x3*x4,xg)’ 
(x1 * x2 , x3 * x4 , x5) ---f ((x1 * x2) * (x3 * x4), x3 - x, which we designate 
[I, 1, 1,3], or, alternatively, by (x1 , x2 , x3, x4, x5) - (x1 * x2, x3, x4, x5) - 
(x1 * x2 , x3 * x4 , x5) ---f ((x1 * x2) * (x3 * x4), x5) - x, which we designate 
by [l, I,& 11. 
We shall use the language of category theory; only the most elementary 
ideas from this subject are used. A ready reference is Mitchell [6]. Naive 
interpretations of all category-theoretical statements will be, we hope, 
assited by notation and interpolated remarks. 
1. If X is a set, the free binary system on X, (F(X), *) is the 
(graded) set with operation defined as follows (e.g., Serre [8]): Let 
X, = X, Xi = IJ,+S=i X, x X, (JJ is disjoint union), F(X) = Hz, Xi ; 
*: F(X) x I;(X) - F(X) is constructed from X, x X, + XT+S, the 
canonical inclusion. 
(F, *) is a functor from the category of sets to the category of sets 
with binary operation. If U is the forgetful functor from the category 
of sets with binary operation, set maps between X and U(Y) are in one- 
to-one correspondence with maps preserving binary operation between 
F(X) and Y; in short, (F, *) is a coadjoint for U. 
Let Z, be the identity natural transformation from F to F. An n-iterate 
of IF . y1 2 I > is a natural transformation f: )(T F + F satisfying 
(i) f=ZFif12 = 1, 
(ii) f = -i; 0 ( g x h) for some r-iterate g, s-iterate h, for some r and s 
satisfying r + s = n, if n > 1. (We ignore the distinction between 
Xi F x X,” F and )(I’” F to simplify notation. A natural isomorphism, 
in fact, intervenes). 
From (ii) it is clear that the n-iterates of IF , It(Z,), have the structure 
of a set with binary operation: * o X. 
It is elementary to prove that (It(Z,), * 0 )o is isomorphic as a (graded) 
set with binary operation to (F({J), 5/o. An element of It(ZF)n will be called 
a formal product of length n, and, for convenience, so will an element of 
(I;((-)), , *). Examples are (- * -); ((- * J * -); ((- * -) * (- c J). 
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The graded set structure of (F((-}), *) is (a classical result) #F({~. \I,,~ 
(i/2)1 - l)(‘~~:~), the nth Cat,alan number (e.g., Riordan 171). 
2. If X is a set, the free semigroup on X, (A(X), )o is the (graded) 
set with operation defined as follows: Let ,X :- X, ,S == )(i X. A(X) = 
Hz, iX; )(: A(X) x A(X) ~-) A(X) is constructed from r.Y .X ‘.)i’ --* Y ?, X, 
the obvious natural isomorphisms. 
A generalized formal product, +: XT’ F * )(:” F is a natural trans- 
formation of the following sort: 
# = (#I, j; 51/, >: .. >; #n) 0 L:~,,+ ,,,ll)z for some collection of 
formal products, I+& : Xyj F --+ F of grade mj , ,j := 1, 2 ,..., n, C,” mi = m, 
if G1,vz,, . . ,nl : )(y F --+ )(t.:, (XF’ P) is the obvious natural isomorphism. 
Generalized”forma1 products are clearly closed under Cartesian product 
and composition, and can be bigraded as follows: $: )(y F --t Xf F is 
given bidegree (nz, n). Cartesian product adds bidegrees by adding compo- 
nents separately. 
Clearly, with the Cartesian product structure only, generalized formal 
products are isomorphic to (A(It(ZF)), X) = (A(F(-}), )o. The first 
coordinate of the bigrading comes from the grading on It(Z,), the second 
is inherited from the functor A. By virtue of this identification, 
A@{-), X) 7-m: Q! is equipped with two partial operations, 0 and *, as well 
as the operation )(. We tabulate the effect of these operations on the 
bigrading: 
and illustrate with these examples: 
L * -) x (- * -1 E 42 
((- * -) * -) 0 (- * -1 x (- * A x cc- * .-I * -1 
= (((- * J * (- * -)) * ((.- * J * -1) E a,,, . 
3. Let Y = urzO ()(f N), N -m: natural numbers. If Q s 
[@I , a2 ,*.-, ak] E )(: N, define L(a) :+ k, and R(U) = 1 + maxj(uj - j). 
Note that R(u) 3 1, since a, - 1 3 0. u is given bidegree (X(o) -I- 
L(U), R(o)). u will be called a string. The empty string, denoted p, has, 
by usual conventions, bidegree (1, 1). 
Juxtaposition, ~7 = [a, , a, ,..., ak , bl , bz ,..., bJ if (3 = [a, , a2 ,-., an] 
and T = [b, , b, ,..., b,] is an associative binary operation on 50, satisfying 
L(oT) == L(o) t L(T) and R(u~) y= max(R(a), R(T) -- L(Q)). A unary 
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operation, +: on Yis defined by +(u) E of = [a, + 1, a2 + l,..., uk + 11, 
cr as above. L(a+) = L(a). R(o+) = R(u) + 1. Finally, a binary operation, 
0, not associative, is defined on Y by (T 0 T = [l] T+U. 
A map of bigraded sets, 0: Y 4 GY, is defined as follows (recall, a is 
the set of generalized formal products, now about to be parametrized): 
a-1 
(i) if u = izr, e(u) = -; (ii) if u = [a], e(u) = -~X~X(-*-); 
(iii) if a[~, , a2 ,..., a& let u’ = [a,], u” = [a, , a, ,..., a,], then 
R(o)-R(o') R(o)-R(o")+L(o') 
(Note: Either R(u) - R(u’) = 0 or R(u) - R(u”) + L(u’) = 0). 
Bearing in mind that 0 and * are only partial operations in GI’, we com- 
pare operations by 0: 
(i) if u =+ 0, e(u+) = -xe(,); 
R(o)-R(o') R(o)-R(o ")+L(o') 
(ii) if u = du~,e(dd) = (e(d) x-x-x...x-)o(e(u3X; 
(iii) ecu cl 7-) = ecu) * e(+ 
The proofs are elementary, and will be left to the reader, as will the 
proof of the following: 
THEOREM 1. (i) I3 is a map of graded sets with image 12 - 02X-. 
(ii) Let - be the congruence in (9, juxtaposition) generated by 
{u, i] - [i,.j -t l]},<j . Then - respects f and 0, and u - T implies 
L(u) = L(T), R(u) = R(T). 
(iii) 6’ induces an isomorphism of bigraded sets e”: 9/- + Gl - CYX- 
and an isomorphism of binary systems 
if fl is the binary operation on congruence classes induced by 0. 
An element of Ym,, will be called a product scheme, an element of 9 
a generalized product scheme. 
We notice that [I, 1, 2, l] - [l, 1, 1, 31 since [2, l] - [I, 31 is a 
generator for the congruence, [l, 1, 2, l] = [l, 1][2, l] and [l, l][l, 31 = 
[l, 1, 1, 31. L([l, 1, 2, 11) = 4 = L([l, 1, 1, 31) and R([l, 1, 2, 11) = 
1 f maxi1 - 1, 1 - 2, 2 - 3, 1 - 4) = 1 = 1 + max{l - 1, 1 - 2, 
1 - 3, 3 ~ 43 = R([l, 1, I, 31). The strings are congruent product 
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schemes, and therefore represent the same formal product, O([ I _ I, 2. 11) .F. 
ml) c (@I, 2. II x-1 = H([ll) 5’ (6([1] 17 ([I]) X..) ~~ &[I], ((&[I]) r 
d([l]))X-I ~--(C*.~)~((-*.) r(_*_.)X ) t(( * ) %( + )I 1 i.This 
is the example of the introduction. 
4. Let (Y, my) be a set with binary operation. We write U(Y) 
for Y to “forget” that Y is equipped with a bjnary operation; C( Y, mr) 
would be better. Let i,, : Y --+ Z’(U( Y)) be “inclusion” of F(U( Y)), in 
F(U(Y)), and F(Y, my): F(U( Y)) --f Y the canonical map induced by the 
identity of U(Y). An n-iterate of my is a map A: Xy Y --+ I;, such that the 
following diagram commutes, for some formal product p in It(Z,): 
j; yx;Iy-t )&U(Y)) !E!l,qu(y)) I i 
’ ‘h_Ij /I:; 
Y 
We write h = p(Y, m,). 
Let c be a graded congruence in (It(Z,), * 0 ---). We write p c T if p and T 
are congruent. 
DEFINITION. (Y, 11zr) is a e-magma if p( Y, m,) = T( Y, m,) whenever 
p c 7. 
DEFINITION. The variety defined by c is the full subcategory of the 
category of sets with binary operations whose objects are the c-magmas, 
e.g., if c is generated by (* 0 (* x Z,)) c (* 0 (Z, x *)) the variety deter- 
mined by c is the semigroups, the sets with an associative binary operation. 
A graded congruence in (It(Z,), * 0 )o is homogeneous of degree n 
if it is generated by congruent pairs of degree n. Varieties defined by homo- 
geneous congruences are said to be homogeneous. 
THEOREM 2. If c is a graded congruence in (It(Z,), * 0 X), c gerterates 
a bigraded congruence, also denoted c, in 02, which respects X, *, and 0. 
This congruence can be tran&erred to sP{- by 8-l, respecting juxtaposition, 
+ , and 0. Zf c” is the congruence in .4p generated by 
@-l(c), ( Cl (~/c”),,l > cl) J-5 F({-)), “)/c is an isomorphism. 
Proof. The formulas relating the operations in 91,~ to those in (ld 
make this apparent. 
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The advantages of studying the congruence in 9, rather than UZ are: 
(i) notation is extremely simple; (ii) juxtaposition and q are operations 
in Y, while their analogs are only partial operations in OL 
5. We give a proof of the generalized associative law: If (Y, *) 
is a semigroup, there is a single n-iterate of JF, for each n 3 1. 
It clearly suffices to prove the theorem for the semigroup (F{-}, *)/ 
((- c J * J c (- * (- c J). The generator of c, pulled back by 0, is 
[I l] Z [12]. Thus 9/c” = ~9/{[ji] c” [ij + l]},<j . .Spn,i = {[ai ) ~2 ,..+y u,]I 
a, < 1, a, < 2, a3 < 3 ,..., a, < n}. Suppose if u E &i , k < n, 
u c” [l, 1, l)...) 11. If o1 = [a, , a2 ,..., a,], n! c” [l, 1, l,..., a,] by the inductive 
assumption since [a, , a2 ,..., a,-,] E y,-i,r . But IZ 2 a, , so [l, l,..., a,] c” 
[I, l> . . . . a, - 1, l] Z [l, I,..., a, - 2, 1, I] E .*. [l, I,..., 11, as required. 
6. We have studied in great detail the homogeneous congruences 
generated by choosing exactly one pair of the following: (i) (((- * J * J * J; 
(ii) ((- %c -(- * J) * J; (iii) ((- * J * (- * J); (iv) (- * ((- * J * J); 
(v) (- * (- * (-. * -))). 
Abelian groups, with operation subtraction, belong to the variety 
determined by the congruence generated by ii c ~1, i.e., if G is an abelian 
group, and Xl , X2 , x2, x4 E G ((xl - (x2 - &N - -6) = (xl - (x2 - 
(X, - X4))). It is well known, and quite easy to show, that there are as 
many as, but no more than, 2n-2 ways to subtract it elements in abelian 
groups. If A is the free abelian group freely generated by x1 , x2 ,..., x, , 
x, - x2 & .** & x, is the extreme example. The “correct” statement of 
this fact is: #((F{-], *)/ii c v), = 2n-2, it > 2. 
Without proofs, which will appear elsewhere, along with complete sets 
of representatives for the congruence classes, we announce the following 
information about the analogs of Catalan numbers for the graded non- 
associative binary systems determined by these congruences, which most 
closely resemble associative laws: 
For all congruences except those generated by iii c iv, its mirror image 
ii c iii and i c E, 2n-2 = #((lF{-}, *)/c)% , if n > 2. 
+((F{J, *)/(iii c iv)), is represented by quadratic formulas in n (even 
and odd cases) if n > 8. A similar result holds for the mirror congruence. 
Finally, WW, *M c v)), is linear in n, if n > Il. It is an astonishing 
fact that there are more incongruent formal products of length 8 than of 
length 11 if (((- * ) c J-) c (- * (- t (- * J)) generates the congruence c. 
7. We describe a partial order on Y, <, as follows: (i) [j, i] < 
[i, j $- 11 if i < j; (ii) if o < 7 and T < V, then rr < V; (iii) if o < 7, 
and h, p E 9, hop < ATE. 
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THEOREM 3. If 7‘ i.7 a canonical rongruencc class. then f r’. I i.$ a 
lattice. 
Proof. Let la, 2a, 3a ,.... “‘Q be strings such that LALa) =~ [,(“a) 
L(““u) = n. If (x; i, , iz ,... , i,,) is a sequence of natural numbers. we bay 
it is a pivot sequence for (la, 2a...., “‘a) if 
(i) lail = 2ai2 I= ... .z ‘n~~,~,~ :- ,x, and 
(ii) if C ;;- 0, ja, .--t 3 >, jai. -~= x. / 
Define r&x; ii , i2 ,..., &) :--= min(i, , iz ,..., i,). Partially order pivot 
sequences for (la, 2a,..., 77ra) by y, i.e., (x; i) .% ( v;,j) if ~(x: i) ... y( jj; j). 
LEMMA 1. If(x; i) > ( y: j), ik :, j, for k = 1, 2 ,..., m. 
Proof. Suppose there are natural numbers t/ and e’ satisfying ie ,> j, 
but iy < j,p . Then x ==- Lair < y = EajG, but x = F’aiC, > y ~~. d’aj,, , 
This is impossible. 
LEMMA 2. If (x; i) and ( y; j) are pivot sequences for (la, %I,. ., “*a), 
and ik- > j, (ii z= j,) for some k, then (x; i) > (y; j) ((x; i) = i y; j)). 
Proof. Similar. 
It follows that pivot sequences are actually linearly ordered; as there 
are obviously a finite number of them, there is a minimal one, 
*(la, 2a,..., ma), if there is one at all. 
LEMMA 3. If1a~2a~~-.~~a,(~ denotes canonical congruence), 
there is at least one pivot sequence for (la, Za,..., “a), and hence a minimal 
one. 
Proof. If b is a sequence of natural numbers, [b, , b, ,,.., b,), let 
d(b) = b, + b, + ..* + b, . Let us suppose that there is a unique string 
a in the canonical congruence class of Ia (or 2u, or *~. or “a) satisfying 
a, < a2 f a-. < a, . (a will be the normal form spoken of in the Intro- 
duction.) Clearly d(a) > d(ia), j = I, 2,..., m, for any transpositions of 
adjacent values of ja which are decreasing will give rise to a string which 
is “closer” to a in the partial order than $a, and which has a higher d 
value than ja. Consequently, we may argue by induction on Cz, (d(a) -- 
d(‘a)) = S. 
If 6 = 0, la _ 2a = ... = ““a =:= a. (a, ; 1, I, I,..., 1) is a pivot sequence 
for (la, 2a,..., ma), and is minimal. 
Suppose, without loss of generality, that Ia f a. Let Ia’ = [la1 , laz ,. .., 
1ar-2 , lay . la,.-, + 1, a,~:.2 ,..,, lan], with lal , > *ur . d(a) -- - d(la’) = 
d(a) -- IA(la) -- 1. so by inductive assumption. there is a pivot sequence 
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(x; 4 , i, , . . . . irn> for (la’, 2u ,..., %a). If il = r - 1, (x; il + 1, i2 ,..., i,) 
is a pivot sequence for (la, 2a ,..., “a). If i1 # r - 1, (x; il , i2 ,..., i,) is a 
pivot sequence for (la, 2a ,..., “a). 
We now assume that LCM(%, 2b ,..., “b) has been defined if lb, 2b ,..., “b 
are canonically congruent strings, and L(lb) = L(2b) = **a = L(“b) < n. 
(If L(lb) = 1, lb = 2b = .** = “b = LCM(lb, 2b,..., “b).) Define 
LCM(‘a, 2a,..., “a) = [x] LCM(V, 2a ,..., “S) if (x; i1 , i2 ,..., i,) is the 
minimal pivot sequence, #(la, 2u ,..., %), and “B = [“ai + 1, ICuz + l,..., 
"Ui,-1 )..*y kun], k = 1, 2 ,..., m. It is elementary to show that [x] “6 N %z. 
A cancellation law will be proved below to guarantee that l& - 
26 - . . . - ?n&, so that LCM(ld, 2&.., *a) is defined by inductive 
assumption. 
We pause to give an example: la = [218217933], 2u = [624172213], 
3u = [274128133]; $(iu, %, “a) = (2; 1, 2, 1) = (x; ix , i2 , is); [x] l8 = la, 
[x] 2d = [274172213-j, [x] 38 = [274128133]; z,@2, 28, “6) = (1; 1, 3, 3) = 
(d,j, ,j, ,j,); [a] liT = [18217933], [a] 25 = [18572213], [a] 36 = [18528133]; 
a$($ 2h, “6) = (8; 1, 1, 1) = (x”; k, , k 2 , k) 3 ; continuing in this manner we 
get LCM(lu, 2u, “a) = [218217933] = Q.z. Note that 2u < [274172213] < 
[271572213] < [218572213] < [218528213] < [218268213] < [218268133] 
< [218261933] < [218217933] = Qz. Similarly, 3u < lu. 
An extremely tedious proof, which we omit, (no new ideas are required), 
shows that LCM(a, LCM(b, c)) = LCM(u, b, c) if a - b - c. Easy 
proofs for the following can be given: 
(i) LCM(u, b) = a if and only if b < a; 
(ii) LCM(u, b) = LCM(b, a) 3 a. 
From these and the “associativity” of LCM, it follows easily that 
(iii) If c > a and c > b, c > b, c 3 LCM(u, b). 
Since the canonical congruence class T is finite, to show that (T, <) 
is a lattice, it suffices to prove that it has a lowest element, a highest 
element, and is an upper semilattice. If T has a highest element, it follows 
from the discussion above that it is an upper-semilattice. (We have a 
cancellation lemma yet to prove to make sense of the definition of LCM.) 
CANCELLATION LEMMA. If a, b, y are generalized product schemes, and 
YU - yb, then a - b. 
k k 
ProoJ If yu - yb, [s] ya - [z] yb. If k is sufficiently 
large, [ 111 *** 11 yu, [ill .** I] yb, and [ill **a l]y are product schemes. 
In [l], it is shown that 
(i) if u and LK are product schemes, with corresponding formal 
products U and W (i.e., t)(u) - U, H(M) W), then w ~.m C7 7 fc’, ’ 
(is ;, .,. ;xc U,) for a unique collection of formal products ti, . I;, ..* L’,, 
(ii) v is determined, up to canonical congruence, by CJ, . li, ,.,.~ L’, 
SUPREMUM LEMMA. (T, ,-: ) has a highest element, a. scui$ving a, Z a, c 
a3 :si ... <aa,, ifL(a) =. II. 
Proof. It is clear from the definition of L that if a satishet 
a, < a, < a.. d a,, there can be no higher element than a in T. 
We establish the uniqueness of such a sequence in T as follows: to eact 
sequence in T, we assign an increasing sequence in T. If two sequences ir 
T have the form X[j, 1’1 p and h[i, ,j $- 11 Jo, i < j, then they will be assignee 
the same increasing sequence. We assume that all canonical congruence 
classes whose elements have smaller L value than n have a uniqul 
increasing sequence. If L(o) -_- 1, define r(u) .:-. U. If L(n) : 2, CT -:: [pi . s,] 
If s1 T< sz , define F(a) =-= cr; if s1 :> .s%, define F(u) : [,sz i .~i t t] - o 
If L(a) < it, F(G) will be the unique increasing sequence canonical1 
congruent to cr. Suppose cr E T, L(o) == n. u =: p[m]. Let F(p) - 
k > k, >...> k,J, k, cs k, : ... 3.; k,--, . Clearly u - [k, , k, .~.., k, -I 3 m] 
Let f satisfy k, ~2 m -:c k(.+, . Let I, [k, > kt >.... k,l, JI EL 
k t+2 ,..., kn.& = [k,,, -;- 1. ktyr -t I ,..., k,-, -t 11. Then r(a) hl $ 
It is clear that F(o) - c~ and r(a) is increasing. If p is not empty, and 
is any sequence, F(h[ji] p) = J’(A[ij + l] EL), by induction on L, if i -; J 
We assume then that X[j, i] E T, and show that F(h[j, i]) -z F(X[i,,j -: I], 
Let F(A) = [k, , k, ,..., k,-,I. By the algorithm, r(A[j]) == [k, ) k, ,...” k, 
.A kc+, + 1, kt+z t l,..., k,+, + 1] if k, :cZ j < k,;, . Since i <: I 
r(A[j][i]) = [k, , k, ,..., k, , i, k,,, + 1, k,+, + I ,..., k, -I- l,,j i. 1, k,,, - 
-c I + I] if k,, 5: i c k,,sl, 
$[ifj*‘~~~~‘, k, ,..., k, , i, k,,, -- 
i.e., u .< t. On the other hanc 
l,... , knw2 -r I], and I’(h[i][,j /-. I]) : 
[k, , k, ,..., k, , i, k,+l -t. l...., kf f- I..j A- 1, k,,., - 1 : I ,.... k,rh-, i- 1 i-- I 
(since k, -+- 1 ,( 1 -r< ,j -t- I <: k, +, 4- 1). This completes the argumer 
for the lemma. 
TINFIMUM LEMMA. (,T, -c) has a lowest element. 
Proof. We shall define an involution on strings, which maI 
canonically congruent strings to canonically congruent sttings, an 
reverses the order within canonical congruence classes. The highe 
element of some canonical congruence class must be mapped to a lowe 
element of T. 
It is clear from the definition of canonical congruence that if CT -
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and p = min{a, , uz ,..., a,}, then p = min(-r, , TV ,..., T,}, if n = L(o) = 
L(T). With this notation, define g’, called the dual of CT, by uj’ = p + 
R(u) -- 1 + j -- uJj . We establish that (i) (a’)’ = CT; (ii) if u - T, then 
u’ - 7’. 
For (i) we must compute min(u,‘, Us’,..., cr,‘) = p’, and R(u’). Since 
R(u) = 1 + maxi(uj -,i), if ule - k = max,(uj - j), uk’ = p + 1 + 
(a,-k)-l+-k-uarc=~.Ontheotherhanduj’=~+l+(cr-k)- 
1 + (.i - 4 == p + {(Uk - k) - (CJ~ -j)) 3 p. It follows that uj’ > p, 
j == 1, 2 )...) n. Hence p’ = p. R(u’) = 1 + maxj(ui’ - j) = 1 + 
max,(p + R(u) - I + (j - uj) - j) = R(u) + max& - ai) = R(u). 
We now compute (u’)~ = p’ + @a’) - 1 + j - uj’ = E.L + R(u) - 1 + 
.j - {p + R(u) - 1 + j - ui} = ui . Consequently, (0’)’ = u. 
To establish (ii), it suffices to show that (p[ji] T)’ - (p[ij + I] T)’ if 
i < j. Clearly, the two strings agree except in two adjacent “coordinates,” 
which have values t - j, t + 1 - i in one string and t - i, I + 1 - (j + 1) 
in the other for some natural number t. But, if i < j, t -j < t - i, 
and [I - i, t -.i] - [t - j, (t - i) + I]. 
Remark. It is, of course, not true that u’ - u, in general. It will be 
shown below that, if u is a product scheme, representing a binary 
bracketing 8(u), then u’ is a product scheme representing the “mirror 
image” binary bracketing. 
We have now completed the proof of the infimum lemma, which was 
the last requirement to substantiate Theorem 3. 
8. We describe a partial order on formal products as follows: if 
W: F” -+ F and U: Fm + F are formal products, U < W if ~lt < n and 
there exist formal products Ui : Fni -F, i = 1, 2,..., m, such that 
w =: lJ~(UI x u, x ... x U,) (n = n, + rl2 + .*. + n,). 
THEOREM 4. (i) The set of formal products with this partial order, which 
we wilI call “substitution,” isa lattice. (ii) If W = U 0 (U, x U, x 1.. x U,) 
andW= Uo(VI x V, x ..* x V,), then U, = VI , U, = V, ,..., U, = VTn .
(iii) [f u is any product scheme representing W, (i.e., e(u) = W) T any 
product scheme representing U, there is a generalized product scheme, p, 
such that u - Tp, tf U < W. (iv) If u and 7 are product schemes representing 
formal products W and U, and u - TP for some generalized product 
scheme p, then U .< W. 
Proof. See Aissen and Shay [I]. (iii) and (iv) are actually not difficult 
exercises based on the preceding paragraphs. An interpretation of product 
schemes as paths in the Hasse diagram of the substitution lattice of formal 
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products is given in [l], which makes (iii) and (iv) obvious. So we urge 
the reader not to do these exercises. 
THEOREM 5. There is a unique lattice structure otz product schemes 
with the following properties: 
(i) Restricted to canonical congruence classes, the structure coincides 
with the lattice structure described above (Theorem 3). 
(ii) The lattice structure covers the substitution lattice, via 0, i.e., 
B(a) < 8(b) o for some a’, b’, a’ - a, b’ - b, and a’ < b’, if a and b 
are product schemes. 
Proof. If a and b are product schemes, we define a ;i: b if there is a 
string X such that ah - b and ah < b in the sense of Theorem 3. 
The definition of LCM for this lattice is a modification of the definition 
of LCM for the lattices of Theorem 3. The difficulties are more severe 
only because pivot sequences for (la, “a) may not exist. If not, they are 
“created” in a minimal way: for each positive integer, +L, look for pivot 
sequences for (lab], “a) and (la, 2aj’P]) if none exists for (la, 2a). Arguing 
in the style of the proof of Theorem 3, it can be shown that there is a 
unique positive integer ,uO such that there is a (minimal) pivot sequence 
for (la[P,], “a) with strictly smaller v value than any pivot sequence fat 
(lab], “a) or (‘a, “ab]), for any natural number p, or for (la, “a[t+,]), 
but not both. 
The following example will be more helpful than a painful imitatior 
of the proof of Theorem 3 in defining LCM. If la =-- [ 1211431 
2a = [11312], (1; 1, 1) is a pivot sequence. LCM (la, 2a) ==- [l] LCM 
([21143], [1312]). 
(1; 2, 1) is the next pivot sequence to be used-LCM (la, “a) = 
[l][l] LCM ([3143], [312]). The next pivot sequence is (3; 1, l), ant 
LCM (la, za) = [1][1][3] LCM ([143, [12]) = (similarly) [1][1][3][1 
LCM([43], [2]). There is no pivot sequence for ([43], 121). If there is 2 
pivot sequence for ([43~], [2]), p -= 2. If there is a pivot sequence fo. 
([43], [2~]), p = 4 or 3 and 2 > CL, impossible. So LCM (la, %a) 7.: 
[1][1][3][1][2] LCM([54], ~1 = [1131254] (as o is the least element of thl 
lattice). 
The GCD of a pair of formal product schemes (,‘a, “a) is defined a 
follows: list the elements of the congruence classes of la and 2a whicl 
precede la and 2a respectively. Compare initial subsequences of thes 
elements. GCD (la, “a) is the longest initial subsequence of a predecesso 
of la in its congruence class which is simultaneously an initial subsequenci 
of a predecessor of 2a in its congruence class. We leave the details to thm 
reader. 
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9. We conclude with a description of Friedman and Tamari’s 
parametrization, compared with ours, and a proof that the duality 
described in Section 5 is, as claimed, the mirroring of binary bracketings. 
If a is a formal product scheme, a = [a, , a, ,..., a,], in normal form, 
a, & a2 < **e < a,, let a = (u, , u2 ,..., 24,) 0) if uk = “{j I 1 <<j < n 
and aj = k}, e.g., if a = [113346], a = (2, 0, 2, 1, 0, 1, 0), if b = [12], 
6 = (I, 1, 0). Sequences which arise in this way, (ci , c2 ,..., c, , 0), are 
those satisfying xi”_, cj 3 k and xy-, Cj = n. Multiplication of these 
sequences, corresponding to multiplication of formal products, is by the 
rule Cc, , c2 ,..., cm , 0) . (4 , d2 ,... , 4 , 0) = (cl + 1, c2 ,.. ., c, , 0, 4 , 
d 2 ,..., 4, Oh e.g., (2,0,2,1,0,1,0> . (1, LO> = (3, ($2, LO, LO, 1, I,@. 
Note that [I133461 c] [12] = [1][12]+[113346] = [I231133461 - 
[111334689], which corresponds to (3,0,2, 1, 0, 1, 0, I, 1,O). 
If two sequences (ci , c2 ,..., c, , 0), (4 , 0) correspond to formal 
products c: Fm --f F and d: Fm + F related by a single application of the 
associative law, the sequences differ in the following way: ci # di and 
ci’ # di, for two distinct indices i and i’ between 1 and m, ci = di + 1, 
and CUP = di, -- 1 (or vice versa), cj = dj ifj # i, i’. 
The following relationships between i and i’ exist (or vice versa), 
i’ < i: 
ch + ch+l + ... + ciwl < i - h i’ < h < i, 
ci, f ci,+l + ... + czpl 3 i - i’ 
(see [3, p. 2241). 
On the other hand, it follows from the discussion of Section 5 above 
that there are product schemes representing c and d of the following types: 
A[nn + l] TV and X[nn] p (or vice versa) for some sequence h and TV and 
some positive integer II. 
We give the following example: [123424] and [123324] have normal 
forms [I224461 and [122444], which correspond to (I, 2, 0, 2, 0, 1, 0) and 
(1, 2, 0, 3, 0, 0, 0), i = 6, i’ = 4. 
Finally, we prove that duality of product schemes corresponds to 
mirroring of binary bracketings. The latter is described as follows, for 
formal products: ZF’ = IF : F + F. If f is a formal product, and 
f = * 0 (g x h), then f’ = * 0 (h’ x g’). For any formal product other 
than IF there is a unique factorization of this sort, so that we have described 
a map from formal products to formal products, which is clearly an 
involution. 
If (3 = [ul , a2 ,..., a,] is a product scheme, by virtue of the map 0 
(Theorem 1) and the just-mentioned unique decomposition of formal 
products, a - [l] p+h = A 0 ZL, for some product schemes h and ZJ, 
unless a = p. We may suppose that for all product schemes r with 
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